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1. REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME 遍 BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1957： Item 3.2 of the 
Agenda (Official Records No. 66) 

Preliminary report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (Document 
EB17/69) (continued) 

The СШШШШ recalled that at its last meeting the Board had been examining 

the first report of the Standing Committee on Administration and. Finance and had 

concluded its discussion of Chapter V, It would now consider the remaining chapters. 

Chapter I 

The CHiilRMAN said that Chapter I gave general information on the structure 

of the Organization. 

• . .. • -

Mr SillTA said that paragraph 3»2
e
2 (page 12) gave the sums expected to be 

received from Technical Assistance funds, He noted that in 1956 the Organization 5. .. 

vould receive considerably, more、than in 1955^ "which was very encouraging» In 

many cases, however， Technical Assistance projects could not be completed in one 

year» He asked whether, if certain projects were not completed in 1956^ the 

Director-General would have to returrl the remaining money to the Technical Assistance 

funds, 

Mr SIEGEL，Assistant Dire с t- Gene ral, Department of Administration and Finance
 3 

explained that the arrangements adopted provided t.‘at any unused balance remaining at 

the end of the year reverted to the general Technical Assistance funds and had to be 

re-allocated to participating organisations the following year. 



EB17/^in/l7 RÔV.1 

Mr SAITA said that in paragraph (page 16) it was stated that under the 

legislation the minimum amount coming to the Organization under Technical Assistance 

was expected to be not less than $4 878 000. He assumed that, that figure was the 

85 per cent, minimum ceiling for allocation to specialized agencies« He wondered 

what the position would be if total contributions by all governments were less 

than 85 per cent, 

Dr DOROLIE, Deputy Director-General, said Mr Sai ta was correot in assuming 

that that figure represented the 85 per cent» minimum. It was not known what would 

happen in the case Mr Saita had envisaged since that situation had not yet arisen. 

Chapter I was approved. 

Chapter II 

Mr SIBGEL pointed out that the figures in paragraph 2.2,1.1 (page 19) would 

have to be altered in the light of the discussions which hàd taken place and of 

the Director-General
1

 s working paper indicating the amounts of some of the statutory 

staff costs which had been inadvertently omitted. At Dr Rodriguez
1

 s request, he 

read the proposed amendment, starting with the second sentence of the paragraph, as 

follows : "Of this increase, approximately $123 000 is required for normal salary 

increments and some $77 000 for increased statutory staff costs for existing posts, 

and approximately $90 000 is proposed to meet the increased costs of the continued 

activities relating to malaria eradication and the peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

The remaining increase of approximately $9^8 000 is proposed to finance new 



activities, some $785 ООО being for field projects apart from the increased costs 

relating to malaria eradication." 

Dr ROERIGUEZ pointed out that in the first sentence the figure of $11 441 600 for 

thd alternative working budget was different from the sum in the resolution the Board 

had approved the previous day (ЕВ17#Н28)
 л
 and asked whether it should not also be 

amended* 

The CHalRM^N explained that that figure referred to the Director-General
1

s 

proposal and was not affected by the adoption of the resolution. 

Chapter II was approved as amended> 

Chapter III 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Chairman of the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance to comment on Chapter III, 

Dr BRADT said the Standing Committee had selected four projects^ each of a different 

type, from the budget document and had asked the Secretariat to 费how how the projects 

were costed. Appendices 16-19 of document ЕВ17/69 gave the work sheets for those 

1 

projects• The Committee had studied each item on the tables and the manner in which 

the figures were worked out and had been considerably impressed by the Secretariat's 

costing methods. 

Chapter III was approved• 

1

 Reproduced in Appendix 10 to Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Qrg
#
 69. 
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Organizational Meetings 

Mr SAITA, referring to the figure of fl800 mentioned in section 1.2，said he 

understood that the allocation of that additional amount had been discussed in the 

Standing Coimoittee，but since he had not been present at the discussion he asked 

whether the Director-General could explain vhy that provision vas necessary for 

meetings of the Executive Board. 

Mr SIEGEL drev attention to Bules 23 and 2紅 of the Rules of Procedure^ which 

dealt with interprétation at meetings. If Members who had not toen actively 

participating in the Organization* s activities resumed full participation^ it vould 

Ъе necessary to provide for interprétation from Russian should the USSR be elected 

a member of the Executive Board or should representatives of the USSE attend the 

Board î s meetings in accordance with Eule 8 "of the Board‘ s Bules of Procedure, 

Mr SAITA recalled that representatives of the USSR had attended two meetings 

of the present session and interpretation had been providéd for them. He asked how 

much the provision of that service had cost and -what had been the Dir ec tor-General < s 

authority for providing it. 

Mr SIEGEL saiâ exact figures of the cost had not yet been vorked out but 

could Ъе provided later if the Board so desired
 #
 The authority for spending 

the money emanated from the Appropriation Resolution providing funds for the 

expenses of the Executive .Board. If. the Director-General had had to exceed 

the amount allocated therèin he would have to request the Board
1

 s approval 

i 
Rule 3 of the current Rules of Procedure^ as reproduced in 

Off ̂  Rec, Wld Hlth Org* 68^ Annex 17 
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for a transfer from one section of the resolution to another, but it would not 

be possible to submit such a request until the exact expenditure was kncwn. 

In connexion with section the CHAIRMàN asked the Chairman of the Standing 

Committee to comment on the reference to the use of Arabic in the Eastern 

Mediterranean Regional Committee. 

1 

Dr BRiüDY said the Standing Cominittee had examined that item the previous day 

and would report on it to the Board. The Committee considered the costing procedures 

adequate and the item would now be transmitted to the Health Assembly for consideration. 

Central-Technical Services 

There were no comments on section 2， "Central Technical Services"• 

Advisoiy Services (Headquarters) (documents EB17/59 and EB17/70) 

Dr RODRIGUEZ, during the consideration of section 3.2, "Communicable Diseases 

Services", said, he had some remarks to make on the subject of leprosy control 

programmes. The fact that the Health Assembly had passed resolutions on leprosy 

control at all its sessions except the Fourth, Seventh and Eighth indicated more 

than a passing interest in the problem of leprosy• The Fifth Health “ssembly, in 

resolution WîA.5»28, had resolved that the World Health Organization, in active 

collaboration with countries working on leprosy, should encourage further active 

programmes so as to promote progress in this field. 

See minutes of Standing CoTranitt,ee, pp. 279-80. 



Such continuing interest vas understandable on many grounds• In the first place^ 

leprosy constituted a serious health problem in a number of countries and a 

considerable problem in many others, frequently involving large sections of the 

population. Where the patient was a vage-earner' the entire family became an 

economic burden on the country. 

In recent years a new treatment for leprosy had been introduced which had been 

found effective, safe and easy to apply in mass treatment^ and inexpensive. It 

could probably Ъе administered for a cost of onl:广 one or tvo US dollars per 

patient per year» Bacteriological examination of smears from patients who had 

‘received the new treatment over a period of one year showed a reduction of 50 to 

50 per cent, in the пгяаЪег of micro-bacteriological leprae in the smears• It could 

Ъе assumed that there vas a corresponding reduction in the infectivity of the patient, 

producing a corresponding increase in the level of resistance of the exposed population^ 

vhich would make possible almost complete control of the disease. Moreover, if the 

treatment vas administered. in the early stages, the mutilations and disfigurements 

associated vith the disease could be eliminated• The new treatment was therefore 

both ç-urative and preventive. It thus appeared that It was now possible to adopt a 

nev method of leprosy control having great advantages over the old method of 

segregation^ vhich was very expensive and beyond the means of many countries. He 

was aware that WHO vas increasing its activities in the field of leprosy and 

asked whether the Direct or-General could tell the Board about future plans in that 

connexion, • 
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The GHAJRMAN said the Executive Board was aware of the importance of leprosy 

throughout the world, including even parts of the European Region, e.g. North 

Africa and Turkey. Since the draft resolution proposed by Dr Rodriguez 

(document EB17/70) was in effect a proposal for 1958, he wondered if the latter 

would be： satisfied that a full record of the discussion should be published in the 

minutes of the meeting and that the Director-Gen eral should take note of his 

suggestions in framing his budget for 1958• 

Dr RODRIGUEZ replied that he would be grateful if the Board would consider 

his draft r esolution after it had heard the Director-General丨s comments » 

Dr SUAREZi supported Dr Rodriguez. Leprosy was a raost iraportant problem and 

should， if possible, receive greater attention in 1957 as v;ell as in 1958
# 

Dr LE ROUX also supported Dr Rodriguez, whom he had been particularly glad to 

meet, since they had both worked on the leprosy problem for some twenty-five years• 

In the dark days, when no cure had yet been found for leprosy, the South African 

health authorities had found it necessary to segregate lepers
 #
 Although segrega-

tion had been severely critized as a heartless method of controlling the disease, 

it had been proved the only satisfactory way of doing so and it had been practised 

in the most humane manner possible, -If such a policy had not been followed， 

leprosy in the Union of South Africa would have been an even greater problem than 

tubérculosis> Thanks to the new drugs which had been invented 'the problem had now 

almost disappeared and there remained only some 20ÜU or 30U0 . patients, many of whom 

lived at home and were constantly examined, "until they could be given a clean bill 

of health
 #
 The time had therefore now come for launching a large-scale attack 
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against leprosy on a world—vide basis• Leprosy today could be cured and controlled. 

Time was a big factor, and if a leprosy control programme could be advanced by a 

year or even six months it might mean much in terms of the suffering saved. 

Dr MONTALV^J CORNEJO agreed with Dr Rodriguez that the control of leprosy was a 

most important problem and supported the draft resolution (EB17/70) in its essence. 

Paragraph 1 of that resolution, however^ referred to the 1958 budget, which was not 

at present under discussion. as for paragraph 2, it concerned actions which might 

be taken by the Director-General in 1957> and even in 1956, but it was not completely 

relevant to the discussion of the 1957 budget, since it constituted a recommendation 

that the Director-General should use for a particular purpose funds already provided» 

He therefore proposed that Dr Rodriguez
1

 s draft resolution should be submitted as a 

separate document^ after the discussion of the Standing Committee
1

 s report, and should 

include a- recommendation that the Direct or- Ge ne ral give special attention to. leprosy 

control in framing his 1958 budget. The 

Director-General that greater emphasis be 

in both 1956 and 1957• 

resolution should also recommend to the 

given to leprosy control in Ш0 operations 

Dr SUTTER， Assistant Director-General, Department of advisory Services, 

recalled that WHO had first given attention to the problem of leprosy control in 

1950 and that its activities in that field could be grouped under two headings: 

first, the initiation of preliminary surveys^ and secondly the provision of 

specialists^ or teams of specialists, to assist governments in planning or operating 

control services • In 1951 preliminary surveys had been made in Burma, Ceylon and 

Ethiopia ； pilot projects had been started in Burma in 1951 and in Ethiopia in 

1952. Moreover, jointly assisted UNICEF/WHO projects had been launched in Ceylon 

iri 1953，Nigeria-in 1954, the Philippines, Thailand, and French Equatorial.Africa 
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in 1955. The study of Official Records No
t
 66 also showed that leprosy control 

projects were planned for a very large number of countries. 

The CHAIRMAN asked Dr Rodriguez whether, in view of the indication given by 

Dr Sutter of the Organization's activities, in progress or planned, for the control 

of leprosy, he would consent to his proposal being included in the report as a 

comment in general terras, or whether he would prefer it to be dealt with as a 

proposal to the Board. 

Dr RODRIGUEZ said that many countries were not aware of the possibilities of 

leprosy control, in spite of the notable efforts made by Ш0 in that field. 

Millions of patients were not being adequately treated, because VJHO did not at 

present have enough facilities to provide world-wide advice. Delays would cause 

more deaths and permanent cases of invalidity, and he would therefore be gratefxil 

if his draft resolution could be consi/dered at the present meeting» 

Dr VAJîGAS ÏENDBZ observed that, if the draft resolution (EB17/70) was con-

sidered, it would, be necessary to amend, it, because the Board could not at the 

present stage give instructions for the 1958 budget, He considered that the 

resolution should be drafted in general terras, with no reference to 1958, and 

should recommend, that regional directors include provision for leprosy consultants 

in their future budget‘proposals. Paragraph 2 of the draft resolution 

wculd then Ъесоще somewhat redundant since the matter would in due course- be brought 

to the attention of the Director-General through the regional committees. It 

might suffice to recommend that the necessary funds should be made available for 

leprosy cont.r6l. 
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Dr ANWAR remarked that leprosy was a serious problem in his country. However， 

it was clear from Dr Sutter
1

 s explanations that was giving the question a great 

deal of aiyfcerrfcion。 It should not be forgotten that requests for assistance in 

leprosy control^ as indeed in any other field of activity, should come from the 

governments themselves. It was thus open to the countries which did not enjoy the 

benefits of an efficient leprosy control service to request the Organization
J

 s help 

in establishing one» He would therefore support Dr Rodriguez^ proposal, provided 

that it was drafted in general terms and did not refer tc any specific years. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L said that Dr Anwar had outlined the correct procedure for 

the development of leprosy control。 It was useless appointing short-term con-

sultants to deal with leprosy control^ if the countries concerned had not requested 

their services and were not fully prepared to make use of them. It was clear from 

Dr Sutter's explanations that leprosy control was undertaken in most ccturbries of 

the worlds The great majority of governments were fully aware of the situation 

arid those who did not yet fully appreciate the possibilities of bontrolling leprosy 

should have their attention drawn tc them. If the Board wished to make recommenda-

tions on the subject it would be preferable for it to adopt a resolution in general 

terms with suitable consideranda, requesting the Director-General in his future 

programmes ̂ nd budget estimates to give attention to the provision of such assistance 

to Members States as they might request foy leprosy control• Paragraph 2 of the 

draft resolution in document EB17/70 would be extremely difficult to put into 

effect，^iiice no lump sums were earmarked for consultants in general, and all 

expenditcire on consultants was for well-defined purposes • A reccmmendation of 
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that nature 'was therefore likely to give rise to lengthy discussions between those 

who favoured priority for leprosy control and those who favoured priority for the 

control of other diseases, such as tuberculosis and polionçrelitis. 

Dr RODRIGUEZ thanked the Director-General for his e^lanations and said he 

•would redraft the resolution to take the Director-General's remarks into account. 

The СНА1ШШ suggested that Dr Rodriguez should consult Dr Vargas Méndez 

•when drafting his resolution^ since the latter had already proposed some amendments. 

It was so agreed (for further discussion see p.353) 

z 

Dr SUAREZ^ referring to the grants-in-aid proposed for vaccine studies 

(document EB17/69， page 52， paragraph 3-2.2. (iv)) considered that the amount 

proposed for those studies was insufficient. The development of antibiotics had 

shown 'that the very foundations of present knowledge of typhoid vaccines -were 

insecure • ^ far greater sum should therefore be devoted to the study of vaccination 

against that disease. 

, D r SUTTER dre-w attention to document ЕВ17/59
5
 which had been specially referred 

by the Standing Committee to the Board. He recalled that important field trials 

^ere being held in Yugoslavia with assistance from WHO and the United States 

Public Health Service. Although Ш0 expeuditure on that project had been modest 

the trials had been extremely well planned and. very successful. 

The meeting rose at 11,10 a,m. 
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1. REVIEW OP THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1957： Item 3.2 of the 
Agenda (Resolution EBl6

#
R12； Official Records No. 66) 

First (preliminary) report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 
(Document EB17/69) (continued) ~ ~ 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that at its last meeting the Board had been examining 

the first report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance and had 

concluded its discussion of Chapter V, It would now consider the remaining chapters• 

Chapter I 

The CHAIRMAN said that Chapter I gave general information on the structure 

of the Organization» 

Mr SAITA said that paragraph (page 12) gave the sums expected to be 

recéived from Technioal Assistance funds. He noted that in 1956 the Organization 

would receive considerably more than in 1955, which was very encouraging. In 

many cases, however, Technical Assistance projects could not be completed in one 

year. He asked whether, if certain projects were not completed in 1956, the 

Director-General would have to return the remaining money to the Technical Assistance 

funds. 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the arrangements adopted provided that any unused 

balance remaining at the end of the year reverted to the general Technical Assistance 

funds and had to be re-allocated to participating organizations the following 

year. 



Mr SAITA said that in paragraph，•斗，3 (page 16) it was stated that under the 

legislation the minimum amount coming to the Organization under Technical Assistance 

was expected to be not less than $4 878 000, He assumed that that figure was the 

85 per cent, minimum ceiling for allocation to specialized agencies• He wondered 

what the position would be if total contributions by all governments were less 

than 85 per cent, 

Dr DOROLIE, Deputy Direc tor-General, said Mr Saita was correct in assuming 

that that figure represented the 85 per cent, minimum. It was not known what would 

happen ^ in the case Mr Saita had envisaged ̂  s in ce that situation had not yet arisen. 

Chapter I was approved. 

Chapter II 

Mr SIEGEL pointed out that the figures in paragraph 2.2. !• 1 (page 19) would 

have to be altered in the light of the discussions which had taken place and of 

the Director-General
1

s working paper indicating the amounts of some of the statutory 

staff costs which had been inadvertently omitted. At Dr Rodriguez
1

s request, he 

read the proposed amendment, starting with the second sentence of the paragraph, as 

follows: "Of this increase, approximately $123 000 is required for normal salary 

increments and some $77 000 for increased statutory staff costs for existing posts> 

and approximately $90 000 is proposed to meet the increased costs of the continued 

activities relating to malaria eradication and the peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

The remaining increase of approximately $948 000 is proposed to finance new 



activities, some $785 ООО being for field projects apart from the increased costs 

relating to malaria eradication. 

Dr EODEIGUEZ pointed out that in the first sentence the figure of $11 600 for 

the alternative working budget was different from the sum in the resolution the Board 

had approved the previous day, and asked whether it should not also Ъе amended. 

The CHAIEMA.N explained that that figure referred to the Director-Generalt s proposal 

vas not affected by the adoption of the resolution. 

Chapter II was approved as amended, 

Chapter工工工 

The C H A I E M N invited the Chairman of the Standing Committee on Admini strati on and 

Finance to comment on Chapter III. 

Dr BEADY said the Standing Committee had selected four projects, each of a different 

type, from the budget document and had asked the Secretariat to show how the projects 

were costed. Appendices 16-19 of document EBI7/69 gave the vork sheets for those 

i 

projects. The Committee had studied each item on the tables and the manner in which 

the figures were worked out and had been considerably impressed by the Secretariat « s 

costing methods. 

Chapter 工工工 was approved, 



Chapter IV 

Organizational Meetings 

Mr SAITA, referring to the figure of |l800 mentioned in 

understood that the allocation of that additional amount had 

Standing Committee, but since he had not been present at the 

whether the Director-General could explain why that provision was necessary for 

meetings of the Executive Board. 

Mr SIEGEL drew attention to Rules 23 and 2k of the Rules of Procedure^ which 

dealt vith interpretation at meetings. If Members who had not teen actively 

participating in the Organization* s activities resumed full participation^ it would 

be necessary to provide for interpretation from Russian should the USSR be elected 

a member of the Executive Board or should representatives of the USSR attend the 

Board i s meetings in accordance with Eule 8 of the Board * s Bules of Procedure
 f 

• Mr SAITA recalled that representatives of the USSE had attended two meetings 

of the present session and interpretation had been provided for them. He asked how 

much the provision of that service had cost and what had been the Director-General*s 

authority for providing it
e 

• Mr SIEGEL said exact figures of the cost had not yet been vorked out but 

could be provided later if the Board so desired. The authority for spending 

the money emanated from the Appropriation Ееsolution providing funds for the 

expenses of the Executive Board „ If the Direct or -General had had to exceed 

section 1.2, said he 

been discussed in the 

discussion he asked 

the amount allocated therein he vould have to request the Board，s approval 



for a transfer from one section of the resolution to another, but it vould not 

be possible to submit such a request until the exact expenditure vas known• 

In connexion vith section 1,5^ the CHAIRMAN asked the Chairman of the 

Standing Committee to comment on the reference to the use of Arabic in the 

Eastern Mediterranean Regional Committee• 

Dr BRADY said the Standing Committee had examined that item the previous day 

and woulâ report on it to the Board. The Committee considered the costing 

procedures adequate and the item would now be transmitted to the Health Assembly 

for consideration. 

Central Technical Services 

There were no comments on section 2, "Central Technical Seryices
t

, • 

Advisory Services (Headquarters) 

Dr EODEIGUEZ^ during the consideration of section 3,2， "Communicable Diseases 

Services", said he had some remarks to make on the subject of leprosy control 

programmes, The fact that the Health Assembly had passed resolutions on leprosy 

control at all its sessions except the Fourth, Seventh and Eighth indicated more 

than a passing interest in the problem of leprosy. The Fifth Health Assembly, in 

resolution WHA，，28, had resolved that the World Health Organization^ in active 

сolláboration with countries working on leprosy^ should encourage further active 

programmes so as to promote progress in this field » 
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Such continuing interest was understandable on many grounds. In the first place^ 

leprosy constituted a serious health problem in a number of countries and a 

considerable problem in many others^ frequentljr involving large sections of the 

population. Where the patient was a vage-earner the entire family became an < 

economic "burden on the country, . 

In recent years a new treatment for leprosy had been introduced which had been 

found effective, safe and easy to apply in mass treatment, and inexpensive, It 

could probably be administered for a cost of only one or two US dollars per 

patient per year, Bacteriological examination of smears from patients vho had 

received the new treatment over a period of one year showed a reduction of 5〇 to 

50 per cent, in the nmaber of micro-bacteriological leprae in the smears. It could 

be assumed that there was a corresponding reduction in the infectivity of the patient, 

� 

producing а с orre spond ing increase in the level of resistance of the exposed population, 

vhich would make possible almost complete control of the disease. Moreover^ if the 

treatment vas administered in the early stages, the mutilations and disfigurements 

associated vith the disease, could be eliminated^ The new treatment was therefore 

both curative and preventive. It thus appeared that it vas now possible to adopt a 

new method of lepros;r control having great advantages over the old method of 

segregation, vhich was very expensive and beyond the means of many countries. He 

•was avare that WHO was increasing its activities in the field of leprosy and 

asked whether the Director-General could tell the Board about future plans in that 

connexion» 
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The CHAJRMAW said the Executive Board vras aware of the importance of leprosy 

throughout the world, including even parts of the European Region, e,g. North 

Africa,and Turkey. Since the draft resolution proposed by Dr Rodriguez 

{document EB17/70) was in effect a proposal for 1958, he wondered if the latter 

would be satisfied that a full record of the discussion should be published in the 

minutes of the meeting and that the Director-General should take note of his 

suggestions in framing his budget for 1958. 

Dr RODRIGUEZ replied that he would be grateful if the Board would consider 

his draft r esolution after it had heard the Director-General's comments, 

Dr SUAREZ supported Dr Rodriguez. Leprosy was a most important problem and 

should, if possible, receive greater attention in 1957 as well as in 1958,‘ 

Dr LE ROUX also supported Dr Rodriguez, whom he had. been particularly glad to 

meet, since they had both worked on the leprosy problem for some twenty-five years. 

In the dark days, when no cure had yet been found for leprosy, the South African 

health authorities had found it necessary to segregate lepers, Although segrega-

tion had been s everely critized as a heartless method of cohtroli'ing the disease, 

it had been proved the only s atisfactory way of doing so and it had. been practised • 

• ‘ 1 

in the most humane manner possible
#
 If such a.policy had not been followed， 

leprosy in the Union of South Africa would have been an even greater problem than 

tuberculosis
 f
 Thanks to the new drugs which had been, invented the problem had now 

almost disappeared and there remained only some 2000 or 3ÛU0 patients, many of whom 

lived at home and were constantly examined, izntil they could be given a clean bill 

of health
 f
 The time had therefore now come for launching a large-scale attack 
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against leprosy on a world-wiie basis; Leprosy today could be cured and controlled. 

Time was a big factor, and if a leprosy control programme could be advanced Ъу a 

year or “ even ‘ six months it might mean much in terms of the suffering saved. 

Dr MONTALVAÍÍ agreed with Dr Rodriguez that the control of leprosy was a most 

important problem and supported the draft resolution (EB17/7©) in its essence, 

paragraph 1 of that resolution, however, reí erred to the 1958 budget, which was 

not at present under discussion. As for paragraph 2, it concerned actions which 

might be taken by the Director-General in 1957, and even in 1956, so that it was 

not completely relevant to the discussion of the 1957 budget. He therefore 

proposed that Dr Rodriguez' draft resolution should be submitted as a separate 

document, after the discussion of the Standing Committee's report and should 

include a recommendation that the Director-General give special attention to leprosy 

control in framing bis 1958 budget. The resolution should also recommend to the 

Director-General that greater emphasis be given to leprosy control in MIO operations 

‘ in both 1956 and 1957. 

Dr SUTTER, Assistant Director-General^ Department of Advisory Services, 

recalled that VJHO had first given attention to the problem of leprosy control in 

1950 and that its activities in that field could be grouped .under two headings; 

first, the initiation of preliminary surveys, and secondly the provision of 

specialists, or teams of specialists, to assist governments in planning or operating 

control services. In 1951 preliminary surveys had been made in Burma, Ceylon and . 

Ethiopia and pilot projects had been started in Burma in 1951^ and in JSthiopia in 

I952. Moreoverj jointly assisted UNICEF/ШО projects had been launched in Ceylon 

in 1953j Nigeria in 1954, the Philippines, Thailand and French Equatorial Africa 



in 1955. The study of Official Records No
f
 66 also showed that leprosy control 

projects were planned for a very large number of countries» . 

The CHAIRMAN asked Dr Rodriguez whether, in view of the indication given by 

Dr Sutter of the Organization's activities, in progress or planned, for the control 

of leprosy, he would consent to his proposal being included in the report as a 

comment In general terms, or whether he would prefer it to be dealt with as a 

proposal to the Board. 

Dr RODRIGUEZ said that many countries were not aware of the possibilities of 

leprosy control^ in spite of the notable efforts made by Ш0 in that field
t 

Millions of patients were not being adequately treated) because Ш0 did not at 

present have enough facilities to provide world-wide advice• Delays would cause 

more deaths and permanent cases oí invalidity，and he would therefore be grateful-

if his draft resolution could be considered at the present meetings 

Dr VARGAS MENDEZ observed thst, if the draft resolution (EB17/70) was con-» 

sidered, it would be necessary to amend it, because the Board could not at the 

i 

present stage give instructions for the 1958 budget
 t
 He considered that the 

resolution should be drafted in general terms, with no reference to 1958，and 

should recommend that regional directors include provis ion of leprosy consultants 

in their future budget proposals
#
 Paragraph 2 of the draft resolution (ESL7/70) 

would then become somewhat redundant since the matter would in due course be brought 
... • • • 

to the attention of the Director-General through the regional coiiimittees
#
 It 

might suffice to recommend that the necessary funds should be made available for 

leprosy control. 



Dr ANWAR remarked that leprosy was a serious problem in his country» However, 

it was clear from Dr Sutter
1

 s explanations that WHO was giving the question a great 

deal of attention» It should not be forgotten that requests for assistance in 

leprosy control, as indeed in any other field of activity, should come from the 

governments themselves • It was thus open to the countries which did not enjoy the 

benefits of an efficient leprosy control service to request the Organization^ s help 

in establishing cne
t
 He would therefore support Dr Rodriguez ̂  proposal, provided 

that it was drafted in general terms and did not refer tc any specific years. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L said that Dr Anwar had outlined the correct procedure for 

the development of leprosy control. It was useless appointing short-term con-

sultants to deal with leprosy control^ if the countries concerned had not requested 

their services and were not fully prepared tc make use of them. It was clear from 

Dr Sutter
1

 s explanations that leprosy control was undertaken in most countries of 

the world
#
 The great majority of governments were fully aware of the situation 

and those who did not yet fully appreciate the possibilities of controlling leprosy 

should have their attention drawn to them. If the Board wished to make recommenda-

tions on the subject it would be preferable for it to adopt a resolution in general 

terms with suitable consideranda, requesting the Director--General in his future 

programme and budget estimates to give attention to the provision of such assistance 

to Members States as they might request for leprosy control
#
 Paragraph 2 of the 

draft resolution in document EB17/70 would be extremely difficult tc put into 

effect，since no lump sums were earmarked for consultants in general, and all 

expenditure on consultants was for well-defined purposes • A recommendation of 



that nature was therefore likely to give rise to lengthy discussions between those 

who favoured priority for leprosy control and those who favoured priority for the 

control of other diseases, such as tuberculosis and poliomyelitis. 

Dr RODRIGUEZ thanked the Director-General for his explanations and said he 

would redraft the resolution to take the Director-General's remarks into account. 

The CHàIRHàN suggested that Dr Rodriguez should consult Dr Vargas Mendez 

when drafting his resolution, since the latter had already proposed some amendments. 

It was so agreed 

Dr SUABEZ, referring to the grants-in-aid proposed for vaccine studies 

(document EB17/69, page 52, paragraph 3.2,2. (iv)) considered that the amount 

proposed for those studies was insufficient. The development of antibiotics had 

shown that the very foundations of present knowledge of typhoid vaccines were 

insecure. A far greater s\m should therefore be devoted to the study of vaccina-

tion against that disease, 

Dr SUTTER drew attention to document EB17/59, which had been specially referred 

by the Standing Committee to the Board. He recalled that important field trials 

were being held in Yugoslavia with assistance from Tffiü and the United States 

Public Health Service. Although Ш0 expenditure on that project had been modest 

the trials had been extremely well planned and very successful. 

The meeting rose at 11,10 a,m. 


